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Service Reports
•
ne reports here should be pretty encompassing and extensive.
; am attempting to make up for the months I have been remiss
n my duties. Due to the old meeting schedule—which met
t the same time as another (photographic) association in
•hich 1 was an officer—I was unable to attend the meetings
f the BMW club. Trying to pass out the forms through
omeone else, and collecting them through the mail just
idn't hack it.
EACON AUTO BODY, SILVER SPRING: Paul Schauble had his car
orked on three times there, which says something for the
uality of their work. T had my car smacked up
eautifully on the right side, wiping out the door and the
ear quarter panel, including the door frame under the latch,
eplacement door does not quite close properly. The quality
f their body work is absolutely excellent, the damage Is
otally undetectable. I had the whole car painted for an
dditional $125 (enamel) and it was a pretty decent job.
he paint was a little runny under the front chin (below the
umper) and there is overspray on the matte-black spook.
They should either have masked it or painted it). You
an't See the funs unless you get down on your hands and
nees. They agreed to redo this. Now the gripes: The
sed door was from a recent model with a "chip strip"
n the side. The labor was h hours to fill up the holes,
hich I thought was a little high. Perhaps they were making
p for the (typically) low estimate from the insurance
Dmpany (Geico). The leather on the steering wheel was
icked in a couple of places—right where I put my hands—
ad the courtesy light switch was smashed. It almost
idn't matter since they forgot to replace the little plastic
umper which operates the switch. I noticed the broken
tfitch quite some time later when it shorted out and ran
f battery down. (Beacon agreed to install a>new one, if
brought it in.)
\ST-WEST IJNCOLN-MERCURY-BMW: One member's experiences with
-W have not been good. They seem to boil down to lack of
amiliarity with the car so don't pass judgement too quickly
a their service department. It does behoove them to get

things together quickly or they will get a permanent reputation.
Jim Miner bought his car (71* tii) there with a few really
annoying problems: the seat-belt interlock failed, the
starter solenoid crapped out as well as the flasher unit and
the odo, plus he got 13 mpg. After 6ome work,, they got the
mileage down to 10 mpg. A friend of Jim's, Harry Bacas,
spent 20 minutes adjusting the linkage to the fuel injection
unit—which was badly out of adjustment—and corrected the
problem. They spent about one hour on his 600 mile checkup
and charged him $U2. (He didn't say if the other problems
were corrected.) At this point, Jim could not think of a
single good thing to say about the service department. (Aug.
197*0 He brought it back in the end of 1971* with a hard
starting problem. After taking it back again when the problem
was uncorrected, they found the broken wire and fixed the
problem. Jim now has a favorable impression of the firm and
will continue to use them.
Chester the K also bought a 2002 from E-W with loads of"
little problems including a rattling door, bad paint,
misaligned lights, and bad turn signals. He took it
back In December 197U for the 600 mile checkup and they
were unable to fix the car to his satisfaction. Further,
they installed a Capri oil filter Instead of one for a BMW,
and it lost 2 quarts of oil in 100 miles. Note: I have
checked around and it appears that the Capri does use an
oil filter with the same thread size and gasket diameter;
could it be that it wasn't a Capri filter, even? Note,
Note: The thread size is 3A-I8, the same as used on
most American ears, and the gasket diameter is the same
as Ford or Chrysler. The shorter Chrysler filter, which
can be gotten with double elements, etc., should fit. The
longer Ford type F^-.l (etc.) does hit the steering box
but can be remotely mounted. Call for details. Each type
has many times the capacity as a BMW filter and can be
obtained in much better quality models. Needless to say,
by the way, Chet will not return to E-W Lincoln-Mercury.
I need more data! More service reports will come in
January.
Mel Morganstein

Editor's Ramblings
Well, it looks like I misspoke myself again. This will
be the last issue of the newsletter this year. The
reasons why are best given by the treasurer's report in
this issue. Maybe next year we won't repeat the monetary
mistakes we have made this year.
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It's been a peculiar year for the National Capital
Chapter. We seem to have done some very good things and
some very bad ones with little middle ground. But, as
was the catchphrase last year, next year will be better.
In fact, next year has to be better. The National
Capital Chapter will host Oktoberfest '76, which is the
annual gathering of clan BMW in the United States. The
last three years have seen Oktoberfest get bigger and
better each year. The average Oktoberfest these days is
expected to have two parties, a banquet, a drivers' school,
at least one rally, an autocross, a tech session, and
a concours d'elegance. That, my friends, is a lot of
;_
work!

•
As you may know, BMW North America, the sole U.S. BMW
importers, was kind enough to give Oktoberfest *75
$3,000 for expenses and embellishments. It was an
incredible gesture of confidence and support of
BMWCCA. But, as a reliable source pointed out,
BMW North America does not tolerate failure. If we
are to have the same gesture made to us, we must
demonstrate beforehand our ability to put on "the
greatest Oktoberfest ever." This means we must be
organized and awaiting only the arrival of the participants about two months in advance. For this whole
thing to work, we will need a phenomenal number of
ideas, committee people, and workers. Our championship
rally of this year will look like a Sunday-school
picnic in comparison, and it required over 30 workers.'
Organization is the key, and it seems to be in the hands
of Chet Kingsbury. He'll need all the help and ideas he
can get.
Along another line, I'd like to speak concerning events
past. Nancy Stutsman and I would like to thank all of
those people who helped make "Roman's Revenge" a successful
championship rally. I'd like to name each and every person
who helped in any way, but space is not sufficient here.
Instead, let me thank Bob and Pat Critchlow, Kathy teeper,
Ron Beavers, and Mike Leeper, who were our mainstays in
getting the rally done. We'd also like to thank Jim Miner
and Fran Canavan, the Council checkers, for their support
and assistance. I'm afraid the. approximately 3,000 miles
of driving we did in laying out the course in Nancy's car
sort of did the poor thing in; it needs new rockers and
shafts, and in general seems to be very tired after its
arduous journeys.
Once again, to all of you who came but and helped make our
Championship Rally work, we thank you.
David Roach

